We propose the study of constant-roll inflation in F (R) gravity. We use two different approaches, one that relates an F (R) gravity to well known scalar models of constant-roll and a second that examines directly the constant-roll condition in F (R) gravity. With regards to the first approach, by using well known techniques, we find the F (R) gravity which realizes a given constant-roll evolution in the scalar-tensor theory. We also perform a conformal transformation in the resulting F (R) gravity and we find the Einstein frame counterpart theory. As we demonstrate, the resulting scalar potential is different in comparison to the original scalar constant-roll case, and the same applies for the corresponding observational indices. Moreover, we discuss how cosmological evolutions that can realize constant-roll to constant-roll eras transitions in the scalar-tensor description, can be realized by vacuum F (R) gravity. With regards to the second approach, we examine directly the effects of the constant-roll condition on the inflationary dynamics of vacuum F (R) gravity. We present in detail the formalism of constant-roll F (R) gravity inflationary dynamics and we discuss how the inflationary indices become in this case. We use two well known F (R) gravities in order to illustrate our findings, the R 2 model and a power-law F (R) gravity in vacuum. As we demonstrate, in both cases the parameter space is enlarged in comparison to the slow-roll counterparts of the models, and in effect, the models can also be compatible with the observational data. Finally, we briefly address the graceful exit issue.
I. INTRODUCTION
The inflationary paradigm is one of the most widely accepted scenarios that describes the early Universe evolution. Traditionally, the description of the inflationary era is given in terms of a slow-rolling single scalar field, and many reviews already exist in the literature that describe the single scalar inflation [1] [2] [3] . The observational data coming from Planck 2015 [4] restricted quite significantly the single scalar field inflationary models, and many models were rendered non-viable [5] . However some single scalar models remained viable after the Planck constraints were imposed on them, and actually these models have quite appealing properties, such as the Starobinsky model [6, 7] , the Higgs model [8] , and a wide class of models called α-attractors [9] [10] [11] , see also [12, 13] for the F (R) gravity realization of α-attractors.
Despite of the appealing properties of the single scalar field models of inflation, these models have a potential drawback related to non-Gaussianities [14] . Particularly, up to date the modes of the spectrum of the primordial curvature perturbations are assumed to be uncorrelated, so the spectrum is assumed to obey a Gaussian distribution. However, if non-Gaussianities are observed in the future, then the single scalar field models will be put into question since these do not predict any non-Gaussianities. One conceptually appealing way to introduce non-Gaussianities in single scalar field models is to directly modify the slow-roll condition. This approach was used in Refs. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] , see also [30, 31] for an alternative viewpoint. The models used in Refs. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] are known as constant-roll models, and in all the cases the slow-roll era is modified. In effect, a non-zero amount of non-Gaussianities may appear in the primordial power spectrum [19, 20] .
In this paper we aim to find the F (R) gravity description (for reviews on F (R) gravity see [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] ) of the models of constant-roll evolution. Our approach is two-fold, since firstly we shall realize the Hubble rate of some constant-roll models by using a vacuum F (R) gravity. After finding the F (R) gravity, we shall perform a conformal transformation in order to obtain the Einstein frame theory, and as we show, the obtained Einstein frame theory is different in comparison to the constant-roll models. However, it is possible to obtain concordance with the observations even for the obtained Einstein frame theories, and we calculate the spectral index and the scalar-to-tensor ratio. Also we briefly investigate which F (R) gravity can realize a model which is known to generate transitions between constantroll eras in the Einstein frame. This difference between the Einstein frame and the F (R) gravity was also noticed in the literature, see for example [39] [40] [41] [42] . Our second approach to the constant-roll problem in the context of F (R) gravity is more direct in comparison to our first approach, since we shall find the implications of the constant-roll condition directly in the F (R) gravity theory, without invoking the scalar-tensor theories and their Hubble rate. This approach is more direct for the reason that the implications of the constant-roll condition can be seen in detail in the qualitative features of the F (R) gravity. Particularly, we shall investigate how the constant-roll condition affects the inflationary indices used for the study of inflation, and we also calculate the spectral index of primordial curvature perturbations and the scalar-to-tensor ratio. In order to demonstrate the implications of the constant-roll condition in F (R) gravity, we shall use two well-known models, the R 2 model and a power-law F (R) gravity model. In both cases we shall make two crucial assumptions, firstly that the first slow-roll index ǫ 1 = −Ḣ H 2 is very small during the inflationary era, a condition that was also assumed to hold true in Ref. [20] . Secondly, we shall assume that although ǫ 1 ≪ 1, the constant-roll condition holds true. As we shall demonstrate, in the case of the constant-roll R 2 model, the constant-roll condition affects the resulting qualitative features of the model, making it compatible with the 2015-Planck [4] and BICEP2/Keck-Array data [43] , for a wider range of the parameter space in comparison to the ordinary R 2 model. We also discuss in brief some restrictions and drawbacks of the constant-roll approach in the case of the R 2 model, which possibly occur due to the lack of analyticity in our approach. Finally, we briefly address the graceful exit issue and we investigate which restrictions it imposes on the parameter space. We perform the same analysis for the power-law F (R) gravity model, and as we demonstrate, the constant-roll power-law F (R) gravity model can be compatible with the current observational data, in contrast to the slow-roll model which is not compatible with the observations. We need to note that in both the F (R) gravity models we shall study, if the constant-roll condition is canceled, the results of the constant-roll case coincide with the slow-roll case, a behavior possibly expected since we assumed that ǫ 1 ≪ 1.
This paper is organized as follows: In section II, we present the formalism with which we will be able to find the F (R) gravity description of certain scalar-tensor constant-roll models. By using the formalism, we shall realize a particularly interesting scenario of constant-roll inflation. Also we shall find the corresponding Einstein frame picture and we shall show that concordance with the observations may be achieved. In addition we present the F (R) gravity which realized a cosmic evolution that in the scalar field frame is known to produce transitions between constantroll eras. In section III, we adopt a more direct approach, and we investigate the implications of the constant-roll condition in a vacuum F (R) gravity. We present the formalism of the constant-roll F (R) gravity and we find explicit expressions for the inflationary indices, by also comparing the results with the slow-roll case. In order to illustrate our findings, we present the constant-roll R 2 model, and also a well known power-law F (R) gravity model, and we discuss the implications and the shortcomings of the constant-roll approach, by also comparing the results with the slow-roll case. Finally the conclusions along with a discussion follow in the end of the paper.
Before we start our presentation, let us here briefly discuss the geometric conventions we shall assume to hold true for the rest of this paper. We shall assume that the background metric is a flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) metric with line element,
where a(t) denotes as usual the scale factor. Also, we assume that the metric connection is the Levi-Civita connection, which is an affine connection which is, metric compatible, torsion-less and symmetric.
II. F (R) CONSTANT-ROLL INFLATION AND EINSTEIN FRAME
The constant-roll inflation scenario was introduced as an alternative to the slow-roll scenario, with the first having the appealing feature that non-Gaussianities are generated. We shall consider one model which was introduced in Refs. [21, 23] , and it was studied in the context of scalar field theory. In this paper we shall be interested in realizing the resulting cosmic evolution of the scalar model appearing in Refs. [21, 23] , in the context of F (R) gravity, and we explicitly construct a model which realizes the constant-roll inflation model. As it is well-known, by using a conformal transformation, the action of the F (R) gravity can be rewritten as a scalar-tensor theory. As we demonstrate, the F (R) gravity which realizes the model of constant-roll when it is conformally transformed in the Einstein frame, the resulting scalar-tensor theory is different from that used in [21, 23] . The spectral index n s of primordial curvature perturbations and the scalar-to-tensor ratio r can be calculated by using the resulting Einstein frame theory. According to the cosmological observations, these quantities can be obtained from the correlation function of the density with respect to the angle. The angle is unaffected by the conformal transformation, and the amplitude is changed by a factor which does not depend on the spacial coordinates if we consider isotropic background. This indicates that the quantities could be obtained by using the potential in the scalar-tensor theory obtained from the F (R) gravity theory. These quantities should be different from those obtained in [21, 23] since the potentials in the scalar-tensor theory obtained from the F (R) gravity are different from the ones corresponding to the scalar-tensor theory [21, 23] .
We begin by considering the general solution for the constant-roll condition in the context of scalar-tensor theory,
By using the FRW equations,
we obtain,
Then we acquire,
By eliminatingφ andφ by using Eqs. (2), (4), (5) we obtain,
which can be integrated as follows,Ḣ
We may furthermore rewrite Eq. (7) in the following form,
When ω 2 ≡ βC > 0, the solution of (8) is given by,
On the other hand, if −λ 2 ≡ βC < 0, we find
where A, B, C, and D are arbitrary constants.
In the following, we consider the following cosmological evolution which was introduced in Refs. [21, 23] ,
In order to construct the F (R) gravity model which reproduces Eq. (11), we rewrite the action of the F (R) gravity as follows, [38] ,
By varying the action (12) with respect to the auxiliary scalar field φ, we obtain the equation,
which can be solved with respect φ as a function of the scalar curvature R as φ(R). Then by substituting in the initial action, we obtain the F (R) gravity whose Lagrangian density is given by
Since we can redefine the scalar field freely, we may identify the scalar field φ with the time coordinate t, φ = t. By neglecting the contribution from matter fluids, that is, we are interested in the vacuum F (R) gravity case, we obtain the following equations,
or equivalently,
If we assume that,
where ξ and η are constant parameters, Eq. (16) yields the following three algebraic equations,
For general β, the above equations have no solution but if we choose β to take specific values, we find the following solutions,
In order to consider the more general case, we define a new variable y as follows,
Then by using the following relations,
we can rewrite Eq. (16) as follows,
which is nothing but the hypergeometric differential equation and the solutions are given by the hypergeometric functions as follows,
Here C 1 and C 2 are constants, which can depend on β, and also
Since the following holds true,
by using Eqs. (15) and (20), we find,
We are interested in the case that β is of the order O(1) and does not take large values. By taking this limit, we find that,
and therefore we get,
Accordingly we find,
We now consider the conformal transformation,
and we rewrite the action (12) as follows,
The time evolution appearing in Eq. (11) can be realized by the Einstein frame scalar-tensor theory. The potential in the scalar tensor theory in Eq. (31) is different from that in [21, 23] . Then there might be a difference in the resulting spectral index of primordial curvature perturbations n s and the scalar-to-tensor ratio r.
We may define the slow-roll parameters in the Einstein frame as follows,
By using the slow-roll indexes ǫ and η, we can express the observational indices n s and r as follows,
Then by setting C 2 = 0 in Eqs. (28) and (29), in the limit β → 0, we get,
which seems too large compared with the observational data. On the other hand, by setting C 1 = 0 in Eqs. (28) and (29), we obtain,
We should note that both the models obtained in the cases C 2 = 0 and C 1 = 0 yield the same background cosmological evolution, but the resulting observational indices are different from each other. It is possible though to adjust the coefficients C 1 and C 2 in such a way so that these depend on β. In this way we may obtain a variety of n s and r.
It is also possible to realize cosmological models that in the scalar-tensor frame allow transitions between constantroll eras, which correspond to different parameters β. Since we identified the scalar field φ with the cosmological time, the model describing the transition between constant-roll eras can be realized by allowing the parameter β to depend on φ, as follows,
Then, we may choose,
where, β 1 , β 2 ,M , and t 0 are constants. Then in the case φ = t ≪ t 0 , the constant-roll era with β → β 1 is realized, and if φ = t ≫ t 0 , the constant-roll era with β → β 2 is realized. The corresponding F (R) gravities can easily be found, but we omit the result for brevity, since it is too lengthy to be presented here. We should note that even if we replace β in (15) with β(φ), which is a function of the scalar field φ, the expressions in (36) are not the solution of the obtained equation. As we see in Eq. (37), however, we have chosen so that β(φ) becomes a constant in the limits of φ → ±∞. In the limits, the scalar field φ can be identified with the time coordinate although we cannot identify it as the time coordinate for finite φ. In the limits,the expressions in (36) satisfy (15) asymptotically and the model given in (36) really connects two different β's.
Another interesting scenario which realizes a transition between constant-roll eras can be shown [29] , that has the following canonical scalar field potential,
Mp + 6βδM
in which case the resulting Hubble evolution is,
and also the transition is ensured by the condition that the second slow-roll index η satisfies,
The qualitative study of this constant-roll to constant-roll transition scenario can be found in Ref. [29] . Here we shall investigate how the evolution (39) can be realized by using a vacuum F (R) gravity and we shall mainly be interested in the Einstein frame theory corresponding to the F (R) gravity. As we shall show, the resulting Einstein frame potential is not identical to the one appearing in Eq. (38) . By using the formalism we presented earlier in this section, it can easily be found that the function P (φ) is equal to
where U (x, y, z) is the confluent hypergeometric function and L m n (z) is the generalized Laguerre polynomial, and c i , i = 1, 2 are integration constants. By using Eq. (15), the function Q(φ) can also be found and it is equal to,
Having the functions P (φ) and Q(φ) at hand, we can use Eqs. (30) and (31) to find the potential V (ϕ). However, the function φ(ϕ) is not so easy to find. Therefore, in order to have an idea how the Einstein frame potential looks like, we perform an asymptotic expansion of the function P (φ) for small values of δ, and we get at leading order,
where the constant parameters γ and λ are,
Then, the function φ(ϕ) reads,
hence the potential V (ϕ) can be found by combining Eqs. (15), (30) , (31) , and (43), and it reads,
By comparing Eqs. (38) and (46), it can be seen that the scalar potentials are totally different, and the same applies even if we take the small δ limit of the potential (38) . It is conceivable then that the potential (46) describes an entirely different cosmological evolution, and also it is not certain that the constant-roll condition still holds true. However we refer from discussing in detail these issues here.
III. THE CONSTANT-ROLL INFLATION CONDITION WITH F (R) GRAVITY
In the previous section our approach to the constant-roll inflationary scenarios was in some way indirect since we realized the Hubble rate corresponding to the scalar-tensor frame theories, by using F (R) gravity. In the present section we shall use the constant-roll condition directly in the F (R) gravity theory and we shall discuss the new qualitative features that the constant-roll condition imposes in the F (R) gravity inflationary phenomenology. We will be interested in two vacuum F (R) gravity models, the R 2 model and a power-law F (R) gravity model.
A. General Formalism of the Constant-Roll Inflation with F (R) Gravity
First let us recall here that the constant-roll inflation condition has the following form in terms of the Hubble rate,
where β is a real parameter. In this section we shall present the theoretical framework of the F (R) gravity inflation, with the assumption that the above condition holds true. We shall assume that the physical evolution is controlled by a vacuum F (R) gravity with action,
where g stands for the determinant of the background metric, which shall be assumed to be a flat FRW metric. By varying the action (48) with respect to the metric, we obtain the following equations of motion,
where F R = ∂F ∂R and the "dot" indicates differentiation with respect to the cosmic time. The inflationary dynamics in the context of modified gravity are well described in Refs. [44] [45] [46] , see also Refs. [47] [48] [49] for some recent works. The inflationary dynamics are perfectly described by the following inflationary indices, which for a general F (R) gravity are equal to,
where the function E appearing in Eq. (51) stands for,
Another useful quantity which we shall now introduce is the function Q s , which is,
which we shall use later on when we calculate the scalar-to-tensor ratio. We will be mainly interested in the calculation of the spectral index of the primordial curvature perturbations n s and of the scalar-to-tensor ratio in the context of pure F (R) gravity. With regard to the spectral index, in the case thatǫ i ≃ 0, it is equal to [44] [45] [46] ,
where ν s is equal to,
In the case that ǫ i ≪ 1, the spectral index can be approximated as follows,
Now we turn our focus on the scalar-to-tensor ratio, which in the case of F (R) gravity is defined as follows,
where Q s is defined in Eq. (53) . After some algebra, it can be shown that in the case of F (R) gravity, the scalar-totensor ratio reads, r = 48ǫ
At this point we shall investigate how the inflationary indices and also the observational indices are affected by the constant-roll condition. It can be shown after some algebra that the inflationary indices (51) become,
where
. By imposing the condition (47) , it can be shown that the following approximations hold true,Ṙ =12HḢ(β + 2) ,
Depending on the functional form of the F (R) gravity, the inflationary indices ǫ i , i = 1, · · · , 4 and the corresponding observational indices n s and r, can take various forms, so this is the subject of this section. We need to note however that the in the limit β → 0, the constant-roll and the slow-roll expressions should definitely coincide. Before we proceed to the models we would like to note that we shall assume that the parameter ǫ 1 still satisfies ǫ 1 ≪ 1, an assumption also made in [20] .
B. The Starobinsky R 2 Model with Constant-Roll Inflation Condition
In this section we shall investigate the theoretical implications of the constant-roll condition on the inflationary phenomenology of the R 2 inflation model, in which case the F (R) gravity is of the form [6] ,
where H i is a phenomenological parameter which has dimensions of mass 2 and it is assumed to be quite large H i ≫ 1. For the R 2 model (62) it can be easily shown that the inflationary indices of Eq. (59) become,
Due to the fact that we assumed ǫ 1 ≪ 1, we approximately haveǫ i ≃ 0, therefore we can use the relation (56) for the spectral index. In addition, the scalar-to-tensor ratio can be calculated by using Eq. (58). In order to calculate the inflationary indices, we need to have an approximate expression for the Hubble rate during the era for which ǫ 1 ≪ 1, with the constant-roll condition (47) approximately holding true. Hence we will solve the equations of motion (49) and (50), for the F (R) gravity (62) by using the constant-roll conditionḦ ∼ 2βHḢ. During the era for which ǫ 1 ≪ 1, or equivalently when the conditionḢ ≪ H 2 holds true, the equations of motion (49) and (50) become,
By using the constant-roll conditionḦ ∼ 2βHḢ, the first differential equation in (64) becomes,
and since ǫ 1 ≪ 1, by eliminating the ǫ 1 dependence in the differential equation (65), we find the approximate solution,
where H 0 is arithmetically of the order O(H i ), but with different dimensions, and also the parameter H I is,
In addition, the time instance t = t k is the horizon crossing time instance. The cosmological evolution (66) is a quasi-de Sitter evolution, a bit different from the ordinary R 2 model, however in the limit β → 0, these two coincide. In the following we shall be interested in finding the inflationary dynamics of the approximate quasi-de Sitter solution (66). The inflationary era will eventually stop if the first slow-roll index becomes of the order ǫ 1 ≃ O(1), so by assuming that this occurs at a time instance t f , with H(t f ) = H f , the condition ǫ 1 (t f ) ≃ 1 yields, H f ≃ √ H I . Then we obtain,
and by substituting H f we get,
During the era ǫ 1 ≪ 1, the parameters H 0 , H I take large values, so by omitting the last term in (69) we obtain,
It is worth invoking the e-foldings number N in the calculation, which is defined as,
By substituting the Hubble rate (66) in the e-foldings number (71) we get,
so by substituting Eq. (70), we obtain,
Hence at leading order we have approximately,
Having the above relations at hand we can calculate the inflationary indices (63) and the observational indices (56) and (58). Hence, by calculating the spectral index we obtain at leading order for large-N ,
Accordingly, the scalar-to-tensor ratio at leading order is,
For the ordinary R 2 model, the observational indices are,
and by comparing Eqs. (75) and (76) with (77), it can easily be seen that in the limit β → 0, these coincide. Let us now investigate the viability of the constant-roll R 2 model by comparing the observational indices with the Planck data [4] and also with the BICEP2/Keck-Array data [43] , for specific values of N and β. The constraints on the spectral index and on the scalar-to-tensor ratio imposed by the Planck data, are as follows, n s = 0.9644 ± 0.0049 , r < 0.10 , and also the BICEP2/Keck-Array data [43] constraints the scalar-to-tensor ratio even further, in the following way,
at 95% confidence level. Let us now investigate in some detail the parameter space of the constant-roll Starobinsky model quantified by the parameters (N, β). An analysis immediately reveals that the compatibility with the observational data can be achieved for a wide range of values for the parameters, and we now try to demonstrate this by using some illustrative plots. Firstly let us comment that the spectral index is considered within the observational constraints if it takes values in the interval n s = [0.9595, 0.9693], so we take this into account in our analysis. In Fig. 1 we plotted the β dependence of the spectral index for N = 50 (left plot) and for N = 60 (right plot). In both plots, the upper (red) and lower (black) straight lines correspond to the values n s = 0.9693 and n s = 0.9595 respectively. As it can be seen, there is a large range of values for the parameter β, for which the spectral index becomes compatible with observations and this can be achieved for various values of the e-foldings number. Let us here present some characteristic examples, starting with the set of values (N, β) = (45, −3), with the β = −3 constant-roll scenario being known in the literature as ultra-slow-roll scenario [20] . For (N, β) = (15, −3) we obtain,
which are both within the Planck and BICEP2/Keck-Array data constraints, however this scenario is not so appealing since the e-foldings number is too small. Also for (N, β) = (50, −0.6) we obtain,
which again are both within the Planck and BICEP2/Keck-Array data constraints. Another interesting constant-roll example corresponds to the value β = 0.01 which belongs to the models studied in [23] , in which case for N = 60 the observational indices read,
and these are observationally acceptable. From the analysis we performed it seems that both the constant-roll models with negative and positive β produce viable results, at least for the Starobinsky R 2 model in vacuum. Also in Fig. 2 , the scalar-to-tensor ratio is plotted as a function of β for N = 50 (left plot), and for N = 60 (right plot) with the red line indicating the BICEP2/Keck-Array constraint r = 0.07. As it can be seen, there is a large range of β values for which the resulting scalar-to-tensor ratio is in concordance with the observational data. Before closing this section we discuss two issues related to the horizon crossing and the end of inflation. For the derivation of the observational indices, we calculated the inflationary indices at the horizon crossing, and hence the same applies for the observational indices. While this is not necessarily the case in the scalar-tensor description as it can be seen in Ref. [20] , in our case, since all the inflationary indices ǫ i are quite small when ǫ 1 ≪ 1, the calculation can be performed at the horizon crossing. Also we assumed that inflation ends when ǫ 1 ∼ 1, however this can be questionable. Traditionally, when ǫ 1 ∼ 1, the slow-roll era ends, and this is usually identified with the end of the inflationary era. However, the actual ending of inflation is caused by growing curvature perturbations which render the final de Sitter attractor unstable. In our case the final attractor is a quasi-de Sitter attractor and since we are dealing with an R 2 model, the R 2 term is , as a function of the parameter β, for N = 50 (blue curve, left plot) and for N = 60 (blue curve, right plot). In both plots, the red curve corresponds to the 2015-BICEP2/Keck-Array upper bound constraint r = 0.07.
known to produce the exit from inflation [50] , due to growing curvature perturbations. It is worth briefly discussing this issue at this point, so let us consider how the perturbations from the de Sitter solution grow as a function of the cosmic-time. This might eventually impose some restrictions on the parameter β. Consider the following perturbation of the de Sitter solution,
so we substitute (83) in Eq. (49), and by keeping linear terms of the function ∆H(t), ∆Ḣ(t) and also by using the constant-roll condition (47), we obtain the following differential equation,
The differential equation (84) determines the evolution of linear perturbations of the de Sitter solution, and it can be solved analytically, with the solution being,
where C 1 is an integration constant. From the above solution, since H 0 ≫ 1, in order to have growing perturbations, the parameter β must satisfy β < −3. However this restriction leads to a rather questionable result, since for n < −3, the e-foldings number must be much smaller than n ∼ 50 − 60 in order to obtain compatibility with the observational data. This means that the constant-roll scenario lasts only 10 − 15 e-foldings, which is a relatively small period. This is possibly an indication that for β < −3, the constant-roll scenario becomes quite unstable, however this needs to be further investigated, since the approach we adopted is based on keeping linear perturbation terms, hence our results might be an artifact of the linear perturbation theory.
C. Power-law F (R) Gravity Model with Constant-Roll Inflation Condition
Now let us consider another interesting F (R) gravity model, in which case the F (R) has the following form,
where the parameters α and n are positive numbers. By taking into account the constant-roll condition (47), the inflationary indices of Eq. (59) take the following form,
It can be easily confirmed by looking the related literature that the expressions above coincide with the ordinary power-law F (R) gravity model when β = 0. In order to proceed and further demonstrate this coincidence for β = 0, we will calculate the approximate form of the Hubble rate by using the F (R) gravity equations of motion. Particularly, the differential equation (49) when H 2 ≫Ḣ, it takes the following approximate form,
and by analytically solving this equation we obtain the following solution,
which for β = 0 coincides with the well known solution corresponding to the ordinary slow-roll power-law F (R) gravity model.
We proceed to the calculation of the inflationary indices by taking into account the solution (89), and these become,
By comparing the above indices with the ones in the literature for the power-law F (R) gravity model (86), it can be seen that these coincide for β = 0. In order to calculate the spectral index, due to the fact that the condition ǫ i ≪ 1 does not necessarily hold true, we need to use Eq. (54) and find the explicit form of ν s . By substituting the inflationary indices from Eq. (90) to Eq. (55), the function ν s reads,
and by substituting Eq. (91) in Eq. (54), the spectral index n s reads,
Accordingly, by substituting the analytic form of ǫ 3 from Eq. (90) in Eq. (58), we can obtain the scalar-to-tensor ratio, which is,
It can be crosschecked with the related literature that the expressions (92) and (93) coincide with the standard results for the observational indices corresponding with the slow-roll power-law F (R) gravity model, when β = 0. Let us investigate whether the constant-roll power-law F (R) gravity model is viable or not and we compare the results with the slow-roll power law power-law F (R) gravity model. With regards to the latter, the observational indices are identical to the ones appearing in Eqs. (92) and (93) for β = 0 and only for n = 2.3 the spectral index is in concordance with the Planck data (78), but the scalar-to-tensor ratio is r = 0.284 so it is excluded. Let us now see what happens in the constant-roll case, for which β enters the equations, so now we investigate the parameter space of the model which is governed by the parameters (n, β). In this case, the analysis shows that the compatibility with observational data can be achieved for a wide range of values of the parameters. Recall that the spectral index is considered within the observationally acceptable if it takes values in the interval n s = [0.9595, 0.9693] and also the scalar-to-tensor ratio r must satisfy r < 0.07. In Fig. 3 we plotted the β dependence of the spectral index for n = 1.97 (left plot) and for n = 1.1 (right plot). As in the previous figures, in both plots, the upper (red) and lower (black) straight lines correspond to the values n s = 0.9693 and n s = 0.9595 respectively. As it can be seen, there is a large range of values for the parameter β, for which the spectral index becomes compatible with observations, however the analysis of the scalar-to-tensor ratio will reveal some constraints which should be imposed on the parameter n, which recall has to be positive. So it is useful to use various characteristic examples at this point. Consider the β = −3 case, which corresponds to the ultra-slow-roll scenario of Ref. [20] , in which case for n = 5.24 the observational indices become,
and as it can be seen, the scalar-to-tensor value is excluded by both Planck and BICEP2/Keck-Array data. Consider now the set (n, β) = (1.983, −2), for which the observational indices read, which are both within the Planck and BICEP2/Keck-Array data constraints, however this scenario is not so appealing since it predicts an almost zero scalar-to-tensor ratio. Also for (n, β) = (1.97, −2.75) we obtain,
which are in good agreement with the Planck and BICEP2/Keck-Array data constraints. So far all the examples have negative β, but there are cases that a positive beta yields optimal results. For example by choosing (n, β) = (1.89, 0.972) or equivalently (n, β) = (2.10149, −0.605095), we obtain,
The above examples show that the large values for the parameter n seem not to be favored, and we discuss this shortly in more detail. In order to better understand the behavior of the observational indices as functions of β and n, we need to provide some illustrative plots that will clearly demonstrate how the scalar-to-tensor ratio behaves.
In Fig. 4 , we plotted the scalar-to-tensor ratio r as a function of β for n = 1.97 (left plot), and for n = 3 (right plot) with the red line in both cases indicating the BICEP2/Keck-Array constraint r = 0.07. Clearly, the right plot reveals an interesting behavior, since the scalar-to-tensor ratio never becomes compatible with the BICEP2/KeckArray constraints. Actually, it is easy to show that for n 2.2, the scalar-to-tensor ratio never drops below the bound r = 0.07 imposed by the BICEP2/Keck-Array collaboration, regardless of the value of the parameter n.
Finally, let us briefly discuss the graceful exit issue, and an indication that this actually occurs is to find growing perturbation of the solution (89). So consider the following linear perturbation of the solution (89),
so by substituting (98) in Eq. (88), we obtain the following differential equation,
which can be easily solved, with the solution being,
where c 1 is an integration constant. Hence, the solution (100) indicates that the linear perturbations of the solution (89) decay as t −2 . Interestingly enough, the parameters n and β do not affect the evolution of the perturbations, at least in the context of the constant-roll approximation, since the differential equation (99) is obtained by assuming that the constant-roll condition holds true. We need to note that this result should be further investigated, since our approach was a linear perturbation approximation. We hope to address this issue further in a future work.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The aim of this paper was two-fold, firstly we investigated how scalar-tensor constant-roll cosmological evolution scenarios can be realized in the context of vacuum F (R) gravity and secondly we examined what are the implications of the constant-roll condition on F (R) gravity, without invoking the scalar-tensor solutions.
In the first approach, after we found the resulting F (R) picture, we conformally transformed the theory in order to obtain the Einstein frame scalar-tensor theory. The resulting scalar theory yields different scalar potential and observational indices in comparison to the initial scalar theory. We also found the F (R) gravity counterparts of some theories that in the scalar-tensor frame realize transitions between constant-roll eras. As in the previous case, the Einstein frame corresponding theory is very different in comparison to the initial scalar-tensor theory. The reason behind this difference between the initial scalar theory and the Einstein frame theory corresponding to the F (R) gravity, is possibly that the constant-roll condition is quite different in the Einstein frame in comparison to the F (R) gravity description. This behavior is also discussed in the literature [39] [40] [41] [42] , however for conformal invariant quantities a similarity between the two frames is expected [39, 51, 52] .
In the second approach we investigated the implications of the constant-roll condition on the inflationary dynamics of a vacuum F (R) gravity, without invoking the scalar-tensor theory. We presented the functional form of the inflationary indices in the constant-roll case, and we compared the results to the standard slow-roll inflationary indices. After presenting in detail the formalism of constant-roll F (R) gravity inflation, we applied our findings in two well known F (R) gravity models, the Starobinsky and the power-law F (R) gravity model. As we demonstrated, the Starobinsky model remains compatible with the observational data, even in the constant-roll case, with the difference in comparison to the ordinary slow-roll model being that the parameter space is enlarged, so there is a wide range of parameter values for which the compatibility with the data can be achieved. In the case of the power-law F (R) gravity model, the results are more interesting, since the constant-roll power-law F (R) gravity model of inflation, can be compatible with observations, in contrast to the slow-roll one. We performed a thorough analysis in which we studied in detail the behavior of the spectral index of the power-spectrum of the primordial curvature perturbations, and of the scalar-to-tensor ratio, and we examined when the compatibility with the data can be achieved.
For some future applications we shall mention here that an important study has to do with the reheating process in the context of F (R) gravity, with the constant-roll inflation governing the inflationary evolution. This is particularly interesting since it is related to the graceful exit from inflation issue. It would be interesting to investigate the implications of a constant-roll era on the reheating process. Also the issue of non-Gaussianities in the context of F (R) gravity is also important. The well-known results for non-Gaussianities that occur if the slow-roll condition is violated, should in principle hold true in the context of F (R) gravity, too, but nevertheless, this should be carefully and appropriately addressed. We hope to study some of these issues in a future work. Also, after this paper appeared in arXiv, another paper also appeared in which the constant-roll inflation in f (R) gravity was studied [53] . The differences are profound, since in our case, the constant-roll condition in the Jordan frame is considered, which is a direct generalization of the scalar-tensor constant-roll condition. Also in [53] , the f (R) gravity is not studied in the Jordan frame but in the Einstein frame, whereas in our case the second part of this paper is devoted on the Jordan frame study.
